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Welcome...
Welcome to the second edition of Inspired
Neighbourhoods, the magazine that’s all
about your community! Feedback to issue
one was very good and we’ve increased
the number of pages to provide you with a
bit more content.
The Inspired Neighbourhoods office has been a busy
place since the start of the year with a major focus on the
much heralded locality plan which is now at final stages of
consultation. We are in the process of finalising the plan
which will outline the wishes and needs of residents across
primarily BD3.
We are now hoping that all of our partner agencies such
as Bradford City Council, Yorkshire Forward, Homes and
Communities Agency and the Learning & Skills Council will
support our findings and put their considerable weight behind
the recommendations. This will help us realise a host of
projects and schemes that will improve our neighbourhoods
and narrow the gap between BD3 and Bradford’s more
affluent neighbourhoods such as Shipley and Ilkley.
Inspired Neighbourhoods is a young organisation that
is taking on the mammoth challenge of regeneration and
we will not achieve this without the backing of our agency
partners and local community.
Going forward we want businesses in the locality to work
with us so that we can come through this economic downturn
in a much stronger and sustainable position. We want to
create new jobs, increase incomes and grow our contribution
towards the city’s GDP. In this respect I have an open door
for anyone keen to know more or add ideas to the pot.
We aim to be your voice for your community and a
vehicle to inspire and create real change for the good. This
plan will make the locality a viable and vibrant area for
generations to come. Watch this space for developments!
If you have any ideas for this magazine or the community
at large then please contact me on 01274 665598.
Nasim Qureshi
Director Regeneration and Neighbourhoods
info@inspiredneighbourhoods.co.uk
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Community news

Need Fresh
Inspiration?
Rob Wilkinson reviews
Café Zouk
If anyone were looking for an example
of what can truly be achieved in BD3 with
innovative thinking and hard work then they
should look no further than Café Zouk on
Leeds Road in Bradford Moor.
The restaurant, established in 2006 by
brothers Tayub and Muddassar Amjad, is a
beacon that shines far beyond postcode borders
picking up a clutch of regional and national
awards. The list is too long to mention but
suffice to say it’s one of the top 100 Indian
restaurants in the UK.
That’s just the start of it according to Tayub
who has recently opened a second restaurant in
Manchester city centre: “I truly believe we can
create an area here on Leeds Road that becomes
the number one destination for Asian food
lovers across the UK.
“We have all of the skills and knowledge
and people in BD3 to build a very real
landmark area that attracts customers from
many miles away.
“We are already doing that at Café Zouk
with some of loyal customers coming from
as far afield as Birmingham, Glasgow and
London. We’ve generated a real destination here

on the back of our approach and unique cuisine
and I hope more will take up the baton and
follow our example,” added Tayub who trained
as an actuary before entering the restaurant
trade.
He comes from a family rich in catering
history. His father Amjad Bashir arrived in
the UK in the 1960s and established the much
acclaimed Kebbabish in Greengates amongst
others.
Tayub received valuable assistance in his
venture from Regen 2000 and he’s keen to
pay back the help in the way he operates his
business: “We source the majority of our fresh
food from the BD3 and surrounding area and
invest heavily in building up the skills base of
our valued and professional staff.
“We use chefs who hail from BD3 but have
worked in many of the world’s most famous
restaurants and hotels. We have a lot to be
proud of here and we all need to seize that pride
to drive innovation, increase motivation and
build a better future.
“These are tough economic times but
those that set an example with a bit of clever
and focused thinking will succeed and come
through so much stronger. We all have
that potential to make a BD3 that’s fit for
future generations,” added Tayub who has
instituted a far reaching recycling culture and

environmentally friendly ethos at Café Zouk.
The proof is in the tasting and there’s no
mistaking the aspirational nature of the food
on offer. It’s menu that gets the pulses racing
with expectation. The prospect of tasting
something truly unique and sensory exists on
every page and seafood lovers will find their
utopia here.
“It’s Lahori and Punjabi cuisine given
a modern and exciting twist that uses ideas
from across the globe to create a taste that you
remember,” explained Tayub.
For my part I partook of a Lamb Nihari
and it was sumptious. Tender meat fresh off
the bone and not fresh out of the freezer and a
spicy sauce that leaves just enough of the meat
flavour and true texture to trip off the tongue!
Inspirational food, outstanding customer
service, a warm atmosphere and a memory that
ensures it will be on my radar for a long time
to come. Aspirational stuff indeed! Now who’s
going to follow that?
PS: If you need more convincing take a look at
www.zoukteabar.co.uk!
Café Zouk is open seven days a week from 10am
until midnight (1am at weekends)

Coaches Driven Forward
Yorkshire and the Humber is set to benefit from £210,000 towards a sports
coaching bursary scheme to increase the number of qualified coaches after a
successful bid to Sport England.
SkillsActive – the Sector Skills Council for
Active Leisure and Learning – secured the
funding, after research revealed a substantial
demand for a coaching bursary scheme
in the Yorkshire and Humber region. The
scheme reflects a strong partnership effort
between SkillsActive and Sport England, a
commitment to coach development and to

building a sustainable model that continues to
attract funding in the future.
About 810 coach bursaries will be
available to coaches in the Yorkshire and the
Humber region from 2009 to 2011, increasing
the number of UKCC qualified coaches
by 450. The bursaries will be administered
through the National Skills Academy for

Sport and Active Leisure, a part of the
SkillsActive Group created to provide one
single coherent approach to the very best skills
training in the sector. Launched in Yorkshire
and the Humber in September 2008, the
Academy will provide an estimated 85,000
learning opportunities per year by 2012.
www.skillsactive.com
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New Home For
Police Team
The Bradford 3 Neighbourhood Policing
Team, led by Inspector Tim Done has recently
established a new community contact point at
the Guru Gobind Singh Gurdwara on Leeds
Road.
Officers will be available at the on the first
Sunday of every month to offer advice and
answer any queries people may have. Residents
of all faiths are welcome to attend the surgery
to discuss policing issues.
The new contact point has been established
by Police Constable Yasvender Rehill who
works as a Community Engagement Officer for
the Bradford 3 Neighbourhood Policing Team.
PC Rehill said: “As a Community
Engagement Officer I work with all
communities and partner agencies and I’m
always looking at ways to empower the
community to make it stronger and a safer
place to live.
“No single person or organisation can do
this alone and the community plays an essential

part in helping resolve the challenges that
we all face. By allowing us use of the Temple
for our contact point, we are able to access a
greater number of people in a safe and peaceful
environment,” added PC Rehill.
Inspector Tim Done wants to encourage
residents in Bradford 3 to take advantage of a
new contact point that has opened at a Sikh
Temple, but his plans don’t stop here: “We plan
to set up further contact points at Mosques in
the Pollard Park, Barkerend and Leeds Road
areas.”
The Guru Gobind Singh Gurdwara is the
largest Gurdwara in the North and as such
attracts thousands of people into the area on
a regular basis. It is important that everyone
living in, working in or visiting the area has
full access to policing services. By setting up
these new clinics, the police hope to offer an
opportunity for many more people to discuss
their issues with the police in a comfortable and
familiar environment.

Stepping up to the mark.
Community police team establish a
presence at the Sikh temple

New School for Bradford Moor
Children with special needs are to get a brand new primary school, to be completed by
2011 near the site of the existing Lapage and Bradford Moor Primary schools.
The new school called Delius Primary School, is
one of 3 schools to be built across the Bradford
and Keighley area in the first phase of a
rebuilding programme costing £400 million.
Bradford is one of the few local authorities
in the country set to see pupil numbers increase
over the next decade; most other areas are
forecasting a reduced youth population.
The construction work is also seen as a
much needed ‘recession buster’ for the district’s
construction companies and will support
employment opportunities for skilled workers,
providing essential work in a business sector
hard hit by the recent credit crunch.
The school will be built to exacting high
standards. Councillor Jeanette Sunderland,
Chair of the Inspired Neighbourhoods board
welcomed the news and said, “The school will
be one of the finest in the country which will be
used by some of the most deserving children in
our community. Being local parents and friends
4
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can be involved. This is an exciting opportunity
for the community.”
The new school will provide pupils and
staff with the opportunity to learn and teach in

modern and high-quality surroundings while
benefiting from being on the same site as a
mainstream school.

A school in Bradford under construction

Education

All Go @ BD3 4ALL
It’s all go at
BD3 4ALL...
our community’s
outstanding
education focused
organisation.
Tazeem Sawaiz, Project Manager with the BD3
4ALL Extended Schools initiative explained:
“We’re getting very busy with our popular
study support sessions.
“We are currently running study support
for targeted children within years 2, 5 and 6.
“Year 2 pupils will be taking internal SATS
tests with year 6 sitting SATS exams. The
children that have been targeted are borderline
level and each undergoes 12 weeks of intense
booster classes that will help them to achieve
the desired standards.
“Year 5 children have been chosen so
that they can enter year 6 with a degree of
confidence and reach a start level that is
required,” added Tazeem.
BD3 4ALL currently has 165 children
attending weekend sessions on both Saturdays
or Sundays with three primary schools and
one secondary school opened specifically to
facilitate these sessions. A total of 10 study
support clubs are run with 17 qualified and
caring staff on hand to ensure everything runs
smoothly.
Tazeem went on: “We are also running
three homework clubs. Two of these take place
at Laisterdyke School with St Augustines
Library as our other venue.
“For anyone interested in these progressive
initiatives for their children I would urge them
to enquire at our offices within the Karmand
Centre,” she added.
The successful February holidays scheme
has just been delivered with a wide range of
activities targeted at children aged from 3 upto
17 years of age.
“Over 100 children attended the scheme
from our cluster schools,” exclaimed Tazeem
“and they all had a fantastic time with positive
feedback from everyone taking part.
“BD3 4ALL Extended Schools continues
to meet the Every Child Matters agenda as well
as meeting the needs of parents, pupils and the
local community head on,” she added.

Next up are the Easter activity weeks
in April when a similar level of success is
anticipated.
Tazeem continued: “We will also be
offering extra study support for children during
this week with places limited and offered on a
first come first serve basis.
“Parents and carers are requested to make
sure they check their child’s book bag on a
regular basis as we found that many parents
missed out on fantastic opportunities simply by
not checking.
“All information is sent out to all of the
primary schools within BD3 4ALL cluster
on the same day and every single child in the
school should be taking home a flyer or leaflet.
“If your child does not receive a flyer please
check with you school or alternatively ring BD3
4ALL offices on 01274 770221.”
BD3 4ALL is also currently running
women and girls only sports and aerobic
sessions at Carlton Bolling College every
Saturday from 2.00pm to 3.45pm with crèche
facilities provided. Each session costs just £1,
paid in advance with childcare currently free of
charge at the moment.
“If you want to keep fit and healthy, enjoy
sports and have a great time socialising meeting
old friends and making new friends then these
sessions are a perfect opportunity and anyone
interested should contact us and register a
place,” said Tazeem.

As if that wasn’t enough Tazeem is also
involved in delivering adult training courses
including ESOL for beginners and IT classes.
It’s hoped that these courses will soon be
available at all schools within the cluster.
Parenting courses and understanding your
schools, as well how to help your child with
their homework, will also be on offer very soon.
Open University courses are also on offer and
once again any interested parties should contact
BD3 4ALL direct.
There are also job opportunities available
according to Tazeem:
“We are currently looking at recruiting
qualified NVQ level 2 and 3 and 4 childcare
workers. BD3 4ALL run a mobile crèche service
and our aim is to expand this district wide.
“Sessional work and flexible working hours
will be offered but you must be prepared to
travel anywhere in the district.
“We take you and your views very seriously
and if you would like to suggest, recommend,
comment or even complement BD3 4ALL on
any services we would love to hear from you,”
concluded a very busy Tazeem. BD3 4ALL is
supported by Regen 2000.
For more information contact BD3 4ALL
Extended School, c/o Bradford Moor Primary
School. Marchbank Road, Bradford,
BD3 8QQ or alternatively ring us on
01274 770221 and speak to us personally.
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Does your business need a Kickstart?
Help available in Bradford 3.
As the recession bites government organisations in Bradford are pulling out all
the stops to help business ride the storm, and in some cases thrive in the current
challenging trading environment.
Bradford Kickstart is funded through the
government’s Local Enterprise Growth
initiative, and run by Bradford Council.
The £21.4 million initiative started in 2006
and has already helped 700 businesses, and
created 2000 jobs. It is aimed at helping
both new starts ups and supporting existing
businesses with a complete package to assist
both budding entrepreneurs and established
business leaders.
Even an economic downturn does not
mean that everything stops, new companies
find new opportunities and existing
companies may have to adapt their business
plans to maintain their marketing edge in the
changing trading environment. That’s where
Bradford Kickstart helps. Specialist advisors
are available across Bradford, and Usman

Manzoor has responsibility for Bradford
3. Usman is based locally at the Bradford
Chamber Business Park at New Lane
Laisterdyke, where Bradford 3 has its
own Kickstart hub.
Usman told Inspired Neighbourhoods,
‘we offer a range of support services from
one-to-one support from an experienced
business counsellor, to a wide range of
business development workshops: marketing,
branding, promotion, as well as bookkeeping,
financial systems and legal advice.’ Specialist
support is also available for people with
disabilities. And Bradford Kickstart also
links in with the Bradford based Business
Enterprise Fund which can help with
applying for loans or providing loans directly
from the fund.

Bradford Kickstart is able to offer
it’s service free to businesses in Bradford.
It works closely with Invest in Bradford
and the Chamber of Commerce to ensure
that businesses in Bradford have the best
opportunities they can to flourish.
For more information contact Usman
Manzoor at Bradford Kickstart on tel:
01274 660018 or visit:
www.bradfordkickstart.com

PC 3584
Yasvender Singh Rehill
Community Engagement Field Officer
Leeds Road, Barkerend, Thornbury & East Bowling Area’s
My direct contact number is: 07595 005628
My e-mail address is: ys1046@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk
I am PC Yasvender Rehill and I am your new
Community Engagement Police Officer based
at Bradford South Trafalgar House Police
Station, Nelson Street, BD5 0DX.
As a Community Engagement Officer
I work with all communities and partner
agencies. I look at ways to empower the
community making it stronger and a safer
place to live. No single person or organisation
can do this alone, and the community
plays an essential part in helping resolve the
challenges that we all face.
I am currently working on improving
community engagement, and the opportunity
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that any member of the community has to
express any concerns that they have. I will
listen to any concerns that you have but need
your help in overcoming these.
My work includes working with
individuals and groups who are vulnerable to
any form of criminality. I would encourage
contact from the local community so that
I am able to assist prior to an individual
or group becoming actively involved in
criminality and be able to lead them in a
positive direction.
I look forward to working with you, and
will make myself available to visit and discuss

any relevant issues. I hope that you will allow
me to spend time with you, and further
build confidence within our community by
listening to any concerns raised and taking
the appropriate action.
Information can also be supplied
anonymously via CRIMESTOPPERS on
0800 555 111, and be assured that no Police
Officer will call at your house in relation to
this information.
Crimestoppers is also supported in
various languages.
Thank you.

Education

On Track To Make
A Difference
Mary Rennie and her team
are on track to make BD3 a
better place for everyone.
Mary is Co-ordinator for On Track, an
organisation that aims to provide support for
children aged 4 to 13 and their families.
“We work closely with families to promote
social inclusion and improve outcomes for
children,” explained Mary “and that involves a
number of organisations working together in the
best interests of each child.”
Established eight years ago as a multi agency
partnership within the Bradford Moor ward, the
scheme now operates across a number of areas in
the city.
Mary went on: “We have established close
links with all of the schools within BD3 and the
likes of Byron Primary School are playing a big
part in the scheme’s measurable successes.
“Byron head Ian Hodgson has been very
supportive of the youth club that we run at his
school,” added Mary.
There are three distinct strands to On
Track’s activity. The Youth Inclusion Programme
(YIP) works with 25 children aged between
8 and 13 in BD3 to support them during the

transition between primary and secondary
school.
“It can be a difficult time for children who
are socially excluded,” commented Mary whose
team engages in a wide range of sporting and
social programmes with the children as part of
the PALZ (Play and Learn Zone) initiative.
Faye Bentley runs PALZ across Bradford
with a number of different partners including
On Track and she has seen significant progress
made: “It’s taken a while to get going but we
are now witnessing very real progress with the
children and are delivering very successful
outcomes and results.
“We get children referred to us from parents,
schools, Social Services and West Yorkshire
Police as well as other agencies within the
locality,” added Faye.
The youth club at Byron on a Friday
afternoon is a great example of their work with
badminton, table tennis, swimming and football
just a few of the activities laid on for the children
Mary continued: “The second strand
involves delivering a family support service that
helps parents and carers who might be struggling
with their child’s behaviour and we have a
worker fluent in Punjabi and Urdu who helps out
on the ground.”

The third area of focus covers a broad range
of projects run in partnership with schools
such as Tagmania, a popular tag wrestling
programme delivered by Richard Harrison and
Phil Hellewell at Enjoy & Achieve, Buddies
which is a six week mentoring course for young
people and the Mind & Body Squad which aims
to promote healthy lifestyles.
Mary explained: “There’s a lot of figures
available to evaluate On Track and they all
indicate a reduction in offending.
“Hopefully the schools feel as though we are
helping but one of the most positive aspects is
the way we communicate and co-ordinate with
other agencies.
“Early intervention plays a big part in
drawing young people away from crime and into
more vibrant social environments. We operate
at a point in children’s lives when it can make a
difference,” concluded Mary.
With hundreds of youngsters already having
benefited it’s obvious that On Track really is
contributing towards a better future for all.
For more information contact the On Track
team on 01274 435205 or visit their office at
723 Leeds Road next to the Yorkshire Bank.
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Specialist in Bridal Makeup,
Hair & Mehndi
Bespoke Packages
& Mobile Therapist available,
please call for booking information
Late nights and weekend by
appointment only
email aroosabeauty@hotmail.com
salon
01484 425 390
mobile 07866 351 117

www.aroosabeauty.com
308 Bradford Road, Fartown, Huddersfield HD1 6LQ

Treatments Available
Temp Tattooing
Party Makeup
Manicure/Pedicure
Permanent Eyelashes
Hair Pin-ups
Cuts & Colours
Threading

Waxing
Electrolysis
L.H.E.
Facials
Mehndi
Ear/Nose Piercing
Tooth Gems

Massage/Indian Head
Hopi Ear Candles
Reiki
Reflexology
Aromatherapy
Aqua Detox

& also Face Painting
(Weddings & Parties)

Exclusive
BRIDAL LOOSE CLOTH
PA R T Y W E A R
CASUAL LOOSE CLOTH
READYMADE SUITS
MEHNDU SUITS
JEWELLERY

163 KILLINGHALL ROAD, BRADFORD, BD3 8AA

CALL: 07720769718
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Inspired Neighbourhoods

Planning For Success
Inspired Neighbourhoods
is hoping to make our
part of Bradford a shining
example of regeneration
over the next few years.

Viv Hallam of INKOPO is commissioned
to help with developing a strategic plan that
summarises priority areas for neighbourhoods
within Bradford Moor Ward, Bowling and
Barkerend.
He explained: “We now work with Inspired
Neighbourhoods, born out of Regen 2000 and
over the last five years we’ve developed a raft of
projects to do with business and education.
“We are developing a locality plan on behalf
of Inspired Neighbourhoods that covers three
distinct headings: Neighbourhoods, Skills
& Education and Economic and Business
Regeneration.
“With Regen 2000 we had the SRB (Single
Regeneration Budget) scheme which was very
geographically and economically fixed in its
objectives. These days it’s a lot easier for Inspired
Neighbourhoods to be flexible in its work to
deliver needed projects to a wider community,”
added Viv.
Over the last eight years the area has received
substantial support including £28.5 million of
Government money and slowly but surely the
benefits are beginning to filter through. We now
need the public partners to work with Inspired
Neighbourhoods to ensure this excellent progress
continues.
Viv went on: “We helped to establish the
vocational centres at Carlton Bolling College and
Laisterdyke Business and Enterprise College, both
of which are proving very successful in giving
young people practical and focused skills for life.
“Motivating pupils who find traditional
subjects uninspiring can be a challenge but the
schools now have facilities and programmes that
are delivering very positive results.
“The BD3 area is one of the most deprived
urban areas in the UK with high levels of
unemployment of almost 10%. Many people here
are unable to engage in the fortunes of Bradford
city centre so one of our key roles is to find ways to
help residents get the skills and training that will

allow them to find work much more easily.
“The situation is improving measurably year
on year,” he added.
The current economic downturn does present
new challenges, but not insurmountable ones
according to Viv.
“The recession doesn’t detract from our
objectives in any way. It may affect the short term
potential of certain schemes but it’s just a phase in
the economic cycle.”
Attracting better quality businesses into the
locality is also crucial as Viv maintained: “We
have a high quality food retail zone on Leeds
Road that is fast developing a reputation across
the region and we should help this to grow.
“But the two large industrial zones in our
area need reinvigorating and we have a number of
run down sites that simply must be improved if
we are to build on the advantages and attract new
entrepreneurs,” he said.
It’s not just the private sector business that’s
needed! One of Inspired Neighbourhood’s key
aims is to increase the number of public services

and facilities in the area such as youth, leisure and
health centres.
“We need some aspirational projects that
really capture the community’s imagination,
develop a new sense of pride and attract the
private investment that is desperately needed.
“A sense of community pride and ambition
are the first steps to buiding a legacy that can be
passed on to future generations,” concluded Viv.
Jeanette Sunderland, Chair of Inspired
Neighbourhoods, commented: “A well developed
and articulated locality plan is crucial for the
future of our neighbourhood. Please take the
time out to get involved. Please don’t leave it up to
somebody else. Get involved now!”
The locality plan and the work of Inspired
Neighbourhoods will reap dividends with a new
vision of BD3 set to take shape in front of our
own eyes.
For more details, contact Inspired
Neighbourhoods on 01274 665 598.

Cllr jeanette Sunderland (Chair) and Mohammed Shakeel (Vice Chair)
of Inspired Neighbourhoods
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From the chamber

From the
Chamber…
I’m happy to be contributing to this new
regular column in the magazine. Whilst not
every reader will be aware of or interested in
the business issues of the day, I hope that we
can make this column relevant to you and show
why a strong enterprise culture is needed for
future prosperity.
Bradford Chamber of Commerce is a
business support organisation that helps
and represents firms of all sizes across the
district. We provide a range of services to help
companies grow and try to make Bradford a
better place for business by speaking frequently
with decision-makers in City Hall and across
Yorkshire. With such a difficult time ahead (I
can’t even say a year, or two years, as no-one
is making confident predictions) the business
community, as well as others, will need help
and support to steer themselves through the
current recession.
This economic downturn has come at a very
unfortunate time for Bradford: good progress
was being made on several regeneration

By Balbir Panesar,
President

projects but the property sector was probably
the first to be affected by the problems. With
business opportunities drying up and job
prospects too, this will put great strain on both
company growth plans and many household
budgets. Businesses will need to ensure that
they are ‘fighting fit’ to tackle the recession and
Chambers of Commerce have specialist staff in
many key areas. It should also be remembered
that the current situation is faced by developed
economies around the world – it’s not a local
problem.
I should stress that some companies are
still doing well and the bleak picture does not
cover the whole canvass, but the slowdown
has been felt more in the last two months than
before Christmas. We know, from previous
downturns and difficulties in Bradford (yes,
we’ve had our share, haven’t we?) that local
people – business folk and others – are tough,
resilient and canny, and that they will remain
positive about the future; and that’s how it
should be. It’s the folk who live and work

in Bradford who are its strength, and local
communities need to be supportive and pull
together when things are difficult.
It’s clear that the locality plan for BD3
that’s being delivered by Nasim and his
team at Inspired Neighbourhoods will help
to transform the area for the better and
we are putting our full weight behind its
recommendations.
For more information visit
www.bradfordchamber.co.uk

WOMENZONE

COMMUNITY CENTRE
“Womenzone provides a safe, welcoming environment, which empowers local women
and children through social, educational and recreational opportunities”

CURRENT ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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HEALTHY LIVING PROGRAMMES
EDUCATIONAL CLASSES
CRECHE
BENEFIT ADVICE SESSIONS
VOLUNTEERING OPPURTUNITIES
VENUE HIRE
GIRLS YOUTH CLUB - AGED 8+
EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME
BABY ZONE
Possibility of Social Enterprise
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT US ON:
19 - 21 Hubert Street
Bradford BD3 9TE
TEL: 01274 665270
FAX: 01274 665435
Email:womenzonecc@hotmail.com
Website: www.womenzone.org

Down memory lane

Viv Hallam of INKOPO is
hoping to make our part
of Bradford a shining
example of regeneration
over the next few years!

Lally (far right) with her family

Lally today

Lally’s Story
I came to Bradford from Glasgow when I was 3 in 1918.
We lived at first with my granny at 53 Curzon Road until
my mum rented the house at number 37.
Curzon Road in 1918 was posh. It was a quiet
area. We were the only children around, the
four of us from Glasgow. My mother used to
say the neighbours were parsimonious. I never
knew what that meant, and she probably made
it up anyway. She had a sense of humour.
Just beyond the back gate there was a gas
lamp-post. My mother would tie the clothes line
to it as a skipping rope, so we could skip. When
the ‘Tingle Airy’ man came round (the Barrel
Organ) she’d give him tuppence to stay for an
hour and amuse us children. We also used to
play with a whipping top. You coloured the top
with chalk. At the front of the house we played
hopscotch, on the flagstones. You couldn’t play
hopscotch at the back as it was all cobblestones.
Another man would come round shouting
‘Grey peas! All hot!’ My mum would give us
tuppence to get a basin-full. You just ate them on
their own. It was a treat. The Washing Liquor
man, Tommy Brown, used to come round selling
washing liquor. It smelt of ammonia and was
used to swill out the yard. You got sore hands
when you used it.
In the yard you went down 3 steps to go
to the toilet. At the top of the steps was a small
door for rubbish and ashes from the fire. When
the dustbin-men came they’d open a door and
it all spilled out. Then they’d shovel it into a big
cart
We were very fortunate at number 37, as
we had hot water; and we even had a bathroom
added eventually. Most of the other houses

didn’t have hot water. My mother would pull
out the damper by the side of the fire, and this
directed the heat under the boiler. If someone
went and had a bath and drew off all the hot
water there was murder to pay in the house.
‘Someone’s drawn all the hot water off !’.
There was no such thing as an electric or gas
oven. It was a fire oven. You had to heap the hot
coals underneath it.
After my two younger brothers and youngest
sister came along there were 7 of us. My younger
brothers were always on the altar as altar boys. I
used to look after my younger sister, Maureen.
I’d take her out in the pram, and cut her hair.
We used to be sent down to the Co-op just
below St Clement’s for bread. Each of us hated
it when it was their turn. ‘Oh you’ve got a new
dress on’ they’d say in the shop, and I hated it – I
didn’t like being noticed. To go to school, at St
Peter’s we went over the top of the hill. It was
like the Alps to us. We used to say ‘We’re going
over the mountains’.
We all went to school when we were three.
Sister Mercedes was the head teacher. When
I was nine I passed my scholarship to go to St
Joseph’s College. As a child I always wanted to
be a nurse; and I used to put a tea-towel on my
head. When the other children hurt themselves I
was always the one to put a bandage on.
Before the houses were built on the other
side of the road there were hollows by the roadside, and we’d make slides on them. To get to
Barkerend Road and catch the tram you had to

cross the hollows. The trams went from English
Electric at Thornbury, down Barkerend Rd,
through Bradford Moor, to town. There was
number 29, and number 30. I don’t know why
there were the two different numbers.
Money was very tight. We didn’t get pocket
money or a ‘Saturday penny’. If a neighbour
asked us to go for a message my mother used to
say ‘Don’t accept anything for going’. You would
have loved to accept something but you didn’t
dare. Sometimes we got a tangerine instead and
we’d take it home and mother would split it up
and give us all a bit.
In Glasgow my mother came from a big
family – there were 7 sisters and 2 brothers. They
were a musical family and the two brothers both
played for Glasgow Symphony orchestra. At
home we all had to learn a musical instrument,
even if we didn’t like it. My eldest brother had
asthma and couldn’t blow; so he played the
drums. I learnt the violin. On Sundays the
News of the World had a centre-page each week
of music, and we used to put it on the piano
and play it (But we weren’t allowed to read the
paper).
A few years ago I went back to Curzon
Road; and I stood outside number 37 and wept,
for all the memories. It was still the same front
door that my Dad had built – he was a joiner.
We had some very happy days. There are only
the three of us now, one of my brothers and my
youngest sister. The older I get the more vivid the
memories become. I live on my own; but I am
never alone. I exist on my memories.
Do you have a story to tell ? Contact us.
Tel: 01274 665 598
E: info@inspiredneighbourhoods.co.uk
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Community news

Leeds Road Community
Fire Station
Do you have a fire escape
plan so that you and your
family could get out of your
house safely in the event
of fire?
That was the thought provoking question posed
by Mohammed Ali, the Fire Safety Inspector
Team Leader based at the Community Fire
Station on Leeds Road. Mohammed, a married
34 year old former Post Office Manager has
worked for the West Yorkshire Fire Service for
6 years, he explained the role of his Fire and
Rescue Staff.
‘About 10 years ago the Fire Service
changed it’s emphasis from just fire fighting
to proactively looking at reducing the risk of
fire, working with people and communities to
deliver meaningful and practical fire prevention
advice.’ Mohammed and his ethnically diverse
staff are not fire responders, their role is to get
out into communities and give good practical
advice, and it’s working, over the years across
the county and here in Bradford, deaths and
serious injuries in house fires are reducing. They
are an integral part of the county’s 1700 fire
service staff.
Mohammed’s team deliver talks to
community groups and schools as well as
undertaking free home visits. ‘On a home
visit we will carry out a full home fire risk
assessment, looking at the hazards and giving
advice on how to reduce those risks. We also
help the family develop an escape plan. Could
you get your family out safely in a fire? And
then the all important free smoke alarm. We
will fit them if required and ours come with a
10 year battery,’ explained Mohammed.
Bradford 3 has a diverse population and
Mohammed explained, ‘We have quite an
ethnically mixed team of Community Fire
Safety staff, so we can deal with cultural issues
and language problems when we visit people’s
homes. The Fire Service has also linked up
with the RNIB and RNID so that we can
provide smoke alarms which flash or vibrate
and are suitable for people with sight or hearing
disabilities.’
Mohammed is based at the multi million
pound, state of the art fire station in Leeds
Road, of which they received £400k from the
Regen Programme. There community groups
have access to a free meeting room. Mohammed
14
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explained the thinking behind the station and
it’s focus. ‘The service wants to break down
barriers in communities and recruit fire fighters
and support staff from all areas. The service needs
to reflect the diversity of the community. The fire
station hopefully is more welcoming and enables
us to better engage with the public.’ Speaking
about his role Mohammed said, ‘I love my job,
I feel I am really making a difference here and
helping the area, I am giving something back and
that’s great.’
In addition to the Home Fire Safety
Checks, Mohammed and his team work
closely with the Fire Service’s Bradford Arson
Task Force and other partners such as the
police to reduce arson and nuisance in the
Bradford 3 area. One recent initiative was the
successful ‘Play with a football not with fire’
project which enables the fire service to spread
their messages and engage with young people
through football, and as reported in the edition
of Inspired Neighbourhoods the team worked
closely with West Yorkshire Police on the run

up to Bonfire night dramatically reducing the
number of anti social incidents and fires.
Mohammed’s key message is that smoke
alarms save lives. Nationally deaths in house
fires are the lowest they have been for 50 years,
thanks to smoke alarms, which are now fitted
to around 80% of homes and are a standard
feature in new build. But a smoke alarm is no
good if it does not work properly. ‘Check the
battery weekly and clean the alarm twice a year.’
That’s the advice from a man who should know,
Mohammed Ali, the Fire Safety Inspector.
To book a free Home Fire Safety Check
telephone: 0800 585 4536
To book the Community Room at the Leeds
Road Community Fire Station telephone:
01274 385410
More information about West Yorkshire Fire
Service is on their website at
www.westyorksfire.gov.uk

People Profile
Mohammed Ali
Fire Safety Officer Team Leader
Leeds Road Community Fire Station
Favourite gadget ‘Laptop – I’m a computer fan.’
Favourite Film “Life of Brian”
T Shirt slogan ‘Working smoke alarms save lives.’

Community news

You can now paint the town red, green, purple,
okra or cobalt. Indeed whatever colour takes your
fancy the chances are that Karen Hutchinson at
Bradford Community Re>Paint (BCRP) will have
the shade you require.

Colour In Your
Community Dreams...
Established by community arts project
Playspace in 2001, BCRP operates out of offices
on the edge of the city centre and has already
played a big part in giving BD3 a new lick of
paint as Karen, a qualified decorator, explained:
“We’ve worked with a number of
community organisations in the area including
the Karmand Centre, the Gingerbread refuge
and the Thornbury Community Centre.
“At the Gingerbread womens’ refuge in
Barkerend we supplied paint for all of the
rooms and then helped the women get back on
their feet by giving them paint for their new
homes.
“We offer paint to anyone in need that
can prove they are on some form of benefit,”
added Karen “and we are also here to help out
community groups, resources and places of
worship.”
There are a number of good reasons why it’s
worth dropping Karen and her team a line not
least the fact that BCRP contributes towards
the reduction of waste by offering painting and
decorating firms the chance to offload leftover
paint at a fraction of conventional dumping
charges.
Funded by the Lottery, BCRP receives most
of its supply of paint from generous retailers
and paint manufacturers such as Farrow &
Ball, Dulux, Focus DIY, Shipley Paints and
Marks & Spencers.

“We need the people of BD3 as much as
they need us,” commented Karen “and I like
to think that we help to contribute towards
community cohesion and spirit by getting folks
working towards a common cause.
“People take a pride in their environment
if they are actively engaged in improving it and
that gives us all a great deal of satisfaction.

“We are one charity that is definitely
adding a bit of colour to the city!” added Karen
who also provides valuable work experience for
over 100 volunteers every year.
For more information call Karen on
01274 737267 or for more details
visit www.communityrepaint.org.uk.

Can do with Bradford Community Repaint
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Education

Carlton Bolling College
Part of the community & proud of it
Some big things are happening as the college
continues to inspire young people.
Inspiring our young people is just what
the staff at Carlton Bolling College do well,
in what must be one of the most challenging
arena’s, education. Carlton Bolling College is
a specialist college in ICT and Maths. It has
won many accolades in recent years, pulling
itself out of ‘special measures’ not that long ago
to being the first secondary school in Bradford
to achieve ‘Outstanding’ status when Ofsted
inspected the school in 2007. Under the careful
stewardship of Headteacher Jackie Nellis, and
with a dedicated staff of teachers and support
staff, not to mention an extremely supportive
board of school governors, the college continues
to go from strength to strength.
The college recently achieved the national
‘Investors in People’ standard for the way the
staff are treat. Hanif Khan, a Community
Initiatives Team Leader came to the college
10 years ago for what was going to be just four
weeks, but stayed. ‘I liked the ethos and the
way the college encouraged my work. I get a
buzz from helping to guide pupils through
education, seeing them leave and get degrees is
just fantastic.’
The college puts a lot of effort into working
with the local community, residents and the
local businesses, creating the right partnerships
and support, helping the college to flourish.
The Assistant Head Irshad Ahmed, (Hanif’s

boss) explained, ‘We are a college of 1400 pupils
mainly drawn from BD3, and predominantly
of Pakistani Muslim heritage, and we have 250
staff. Effectively we are a small community in
our own right, but in order to prepare our pupils
for life in the wider world we need to obviously
make sure they have the best education, but also
make sure they are already linked in with the
wider community, especially businesses.’
The work the college now undertakes is
amazing, a far cry from when schools shut at
3.30pm. The Construction Centre is one of
the recent developments and is based at the
college. Part funded by Regen 2000, this state
of the art facility delivers a range of courses in
construction, plastering, bricklaying, painting
and decorating, basic literacy and numeracy.
Not only do pupils from the college attend, but
under the extended schools programme adults
can also participate, and the centre is open
in the evenings too. Irshad said, ‘We also get
pupils coming along from other schools which
boosts the college’s income. The centre provides
a different type of learning environment, not
everyone takes to classroom work, some people
learn better by getting ‘hands on’.

by Phil Read

Bradford is one of the locations where
construction will be a main source of
employment, partly through the city’s
‘Building Schools for the future’ programme,
and other initiatives such as the Broadway
Shopping Centre in the city centre. There are
also plans to build more social housing. ‘In
order for our pupils to get work on those sites
through apprenticeships or other schemes
they need some basic knowledge and be able
to demonstrate that to potential employers,’
explained Hanif, ‘the Construction Centre
provides those much needed skills.’
But it doesn’t stop there; the school
recognises that some borderline students just
need an extra boost to their learning to make a
difference between pass and fail, so something
like 60 year 11, and 49 year 10 students attend
college on a Saturday to receive booster classes.
The college also recognises that education
needs to be fun too, and again on a Saturday
the extended school programme offers a range
of activities you might find at Cambridge rather
than Carlton Bolling College. ‘We offer archery,
kickboxing and sports,’ said Hanif, ‘sports
that are usually accessible to more affluent

“A culture of high aspirations has been established which is
subscribed to by staff and students alike” Ofsted
“Carlton Bolling College is an outstanding school with a good
6th form provision.” Ofsted

Your
View
As Carlton Bolling College prepares
students for life beyond school, the UK
faces the recession, a major challenge for
school leavers. Inspired Neighbourhoods
spoke to 5 Year 13 students currently
studying Law, Business Studies,
Psychology, and Sociology. We posed a
simple question:

If you were the Prime Minister
what would you do?
16
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Masuma Khatum, Head Girl
Make high earners pay more tax, make
the bank chiefs pay for their mistakes, and
stop the bank bonuses being paid from our
taxes.
Favourite Gadget – Mobile Phone.

Waseem Saddiq, Head Boy
Do more to tackle the issue of gun and
knife crime. Crime will increase during a
recession.
T shirt slogan - ‘I am what I am, and
proud of it.’

Education

People Profile
Irshad Ahmed
Assistant Head, and worked at the college for over 25 years
Favourite Gadget A calligraphy pen. ‘When not in school I
spend my time writing Arabic script.’
Hero Nelson Mandela. For his bravery, dignity and integrity.
T Shirt Slogan ‘Keep smiling’ happy people are usually
good people.

Hanif Khan
Community Initiatives team leader
Favourite Gadget Mobile Phone
Hero The school staff for encouraging a convicted Joyrider back
to school, he knuckled down and now has a degree.
T Shirt Slogan ‘He who dares, achieves’
Irshad Ahmed (left, Hanif Khan (right)

communities, but why shouldn’t our pupils have
a chance, and it keeps them off the streets and
out of mischief.’ Who knows we may see an
archer in the 2012 Olympics coming from
BD3, now that’s an inspiring thought. Irshad
said, ‘sport is important and has helped us
achieve ‘Healthy Schools Status’ by delivering
high quality education in 4 areas, healthy
eating, physical activity, emotional well being
and personal, social and health education.’ To
help achieve this status the school also runs
cookery classes.
To reinforce the community outreach work
undertaken by the college it recently launched
the Carlton Bolling College Community

Anila Kosar
Create more jobs and look at how to help
small businesses, and certainly be more
honest about the situation we face.
Favourite book – Jane Eyre, ‘ but I couldn’t
live without my books’

and Business Forum. ‘The college has close
links with residents, businesses, and other
organisations and faith groups within the
Bradford 3 area, so we wanted to formalise
those links,’ said Irshad. The launch event held
on the 18th December 2008 was well attended
and led to the formation of four sub-committees
to continue the community engagement work
across 4 areas; Community Cohesion, Business,
fundraising and the promoting the specialist
work the school undertakes.
Both Hanif and Irshad cannot stress enough
how exciting it is right now for the school. ‘We
have had success, but we are not complacent.
The pupils work hard and it is our duty to

Rizwan Chaudhry.
Reducing VAT is a big mistake. It will
have to increase later and we’ll be paying
for it.
Favourite Film – Fistful of Dollars
(how apt in a recession!)

ensure we guide them through education so our
pupils reach their full potential, and that we
also cater for their spiritual, moral and cultural
needs,’ says Hanif. ‘Carlton Bolling is going
places, we want to make sure our pupils get the
respect they deserve and ensure the college is
recognised as a hub in the community,’ adds
Irshad.
If all that does not inspire our young
people to prepare for the future, then nothing
will. From special measures to ‘Outstanding’,
Carlton Bolling College – a college we can be
proud of.
For more visit www.carltonbolling.co.uk

Sidrah Fatima.
I would reconsider sending all our troops
to Iraq and Afhganistan, if we cut back on
military spending we could help the NHS
or the recession.
Favourite Actor – Johnny Depp
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Business

A Link That’s Doing The Business
Talk of recession and the economic downturn is strictly off the agenda when you sit down
with Business Link Yorkshire’s Haroon Qammar and John Wells.
Haroon is the Business Adviser for BD3 and
works with a number of small to medium
sized firms in the area who have been trading
for over a year whilst John is New Enterprise
Manager with the responsibility of nurturing
entrepreneurs and helping young start up
businesses to prosper.
John has encouraging words for anyone
thinking of starting up their own business.
“It’s business as usual,” exclaimed John “and
there are sectors of our local economy that are
growing, such as the creative and digital media
and specialist manufacturing.
“Business Link is here to help firms and
individuals develop and achieve their potential
especially during challenging times. If you
only listen to the media you would think every
company is about to go under but if you have the
right proposition then you will still find banks
keen to listen with a view to providing funding.
If that fails then we can help you to tap in to
other sources of finance.
“My team works with anyone who wants to
become self employed and we offer a range of
services from planning to marketing, accounting
to legal advice that clears the path going
forward,” he added.
Haroon chipped in: “So many businesses
fail to market themselves during tough times. It
seems to be the first budget to be slashed when it
can offer up new opportunities.
“Businesses need to show a bit of gumption
during this period and go out there and do
things a little differently. There are plenty
of great examples to draw upon and a bit of
innovative thinking can go a long way,” he
added.
There are a host of practical considerations
to take into account when setting up and this is
where Business Link comes into its own.
John continued: “Our customer information
centre team can access masses of useful
information and our website has more than 500
guides. We are also running over 2000 events
this year. Our ‘Survive and Thrive’ workshops
are particularly popular. If more in-depth help
is needed that’s where we come in. Our job is
to clarify your ideas, identify the support you
need and find and brief a specialist whilst staying
involved to ensure you get positive results.
“I’ve just been helping out a businessman
who has been trading for six months but hadn’t
18
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contacted the Inland Revenue. We pointed him
in the right direction!” he added.
The process is a simple one as John
confirmed: “If you have the seeds of an idea
then ring our gateway number 08456 048 048.
Our team can then set to work and provide
the expertise and creativity that’s critical for an
effective plan.
“Sometimes it needs to only be a vague idea
but if the drive is there than we can help that
idea to take shape.
“Business planning is so important. Many
entrepreneurs will have an idea in their head of
where they are going but by putting it down on
paper, in black and white so to speak, then you
are giving yourself a roadmap,” added John who
has spent nearly five years with Business Link,
which is based at the Chamber of Commerce
building in Little Germany, funded by regional
development agency Yorkshire Forward.
After 12 months of mentoring it is Haroon
who is charged with taking businesses onto
the next level and he’s keen to accentuate the
positives that exist within BD3.
“It’s an enterprising area and a key retail
artery for Bradford. It’s a strong magnet for
food-based businesses and while we generally
have a good mix it’s consumer facing firms that
predominate.
“A big issue for entrepreneurs is that their
business is running them rather than the other
way round. A year or more down the line it’s
often time to reflect and learn to see the wood
for the trees. That’s where I come in!
“Now is a very good time for businesses in
BD3 to contact us or the likes of Kick Start. We
can do a diagnostic of their current predicament
and get an action plan put together that can take
them to where they want to be,” added Haroon.
“We are here to dot as many ‘i’s and cross as
many‘t’s as possible:” concluded John.
Inspired Neighbourhoods has recently
signed a contract with Business Link Yorkshire
that makes its offices an official Business Link
contact centre.
So there are reasons to be positive. There
are opportunities to create and grow a business
during tough times, helped by Business Link
advisers like John and Haroon.
For more information ring 08456 048 048
or visit www.businesslinkyorkshire.co.uk

People Profile

Haroon Qammar
Business Adviser
with Business Link Yorkshire
Favourite Gadget: My Wii…it’s great
exercise and brings the family together
Favourite Film: Con Air

John Wells
New Enterprise Manager
with Business Link Yorkshire
Favourite Gadget My iPhone... it just
does everything!!
Favourite Film: Heat
T-Shirt Slogan “Sarcasm... just one
more service that I offer.”

Entertainment

The Show Goes On At
Bradford Playhouse
As I’m writing these words the curtain’s going
up on a bright new future for the Bradford
Playhouse aka The Priestley.
It’s a future that is sure to provide more
than its fair share of grandstand performances
if the enthusiasm and energy of new joint
manager Aid Todd is anything to go by. It’s also
a future that could very well involve you!
Aid took over the running of the historic
theatre at the start of 2009 and his new team is
already reviving the venue that’s situated on the
very edge of Little Germany.
Formerly known as the Priestley Centre,
the theatre was established in 1929 and took
its name from the Bradford-born novelist J B

Priestley, famous for esteemed works such as
The Inspector Calls and Dangerous Corner.
Aid says: “We are establishing a real hub
of creative and cultural activity for the city
and hope to reach out and offer something for
everyone in Bradford.”
The Bradford Playhouse is a real gem of a
venue and a resource that belongs to everyone
in the city. Maybe now is the time for you to be
talking with Aid about your own artistic plans!
They are also always on the look out for
volunteers. So if you fancy getting involved
in a theatre setting get in touch. For more
information contact 01274 820666 or visit
www.bradfordplayhouse.co.uk

Programme of events (March ‘09 – June ‘09)
• Open mic every Tuesday.
•M
 arch 1st Vintage sale from 12 to 4.
Followed by, Breakfast at Tiffanys and a
screening of the classic, Leon in the evening.
•M
 arch 5th Hatch and Jackie Flaming
Exhibition launch.
•M
 arch 6th Jazz at the Priestly featuring,
Sally Docherty Quintet

•M
 arch 7th Flock. A night of cabariet
madness.
•M
 arch 8th Girls on Film in the afternoon.
Followed by a showing of All About Eve,
followed by a showing of the Luc Besson
classic Nikita.
• March 21st Buffet. A night of dance music
and disco.

•A
 pril 3rd Jazz at the Priestly featuring, Ben
Crossland Quartet.
•A
 pril 4th More Flock mayhem
• April 5th The vintage sale with Singing in
the rain and Shaolin Socer.
• A lso lots of theatre productions going on
throughout this period.

Win A Brace Of Bradford Bulls
Match Tickets
The Bradford Bulls Super League campaign is fully underway and we’re
hoping that the Odsal side can regain recent past glories by going all the
way to the Grand Final.
The season got off to a disappointing start with a postponed clash in
the capital with Harlequins due to snow followed by a home draw with
Hull Kingston Rovers.
IN, your community magazine has linked up with the Bulls to give
you a chance of winning two tickets to a home game of your choice. To
stand a chance of winning just give us some feedback on how we can
improve IN – your community magazine - and e-mail your views and
contact details to info@inspiredneighbourhoods.co.uk by Thursday
30th April. Alternatively send us your opinions by post to Nasim Qureshi,
Inspired Neighbourhoods, The Karmand Centre, Barkerend Road,
Bradford BD3 9EP
Just for the record here’s the Bulls home fixtures for 2009…why not get
yourself down with some friends and experience the Bradford Bulls at first
hand!

Bradford Bulls vs Hull FC

Sun 15th March 15.00

Bradford Bulls vs Leeds Rhinos

Fri 10th April 19.30

Bradford Bulls vs Warrington Wolves

Fri 17th April 20.00

Bradford Bulls vs Wakefield Wildcats

Sat 2nd May tbc

Bradford Bulls vs Celtic Crusaders

Sun 17th May 15.00

Bradford Bulls vs Wakefield Wildcats

Sun 7th June 15.00

Bradford Bulls vs St Helens

Sun 21st June 15.00

Bradford Bulls vs Castleford Tigers

Sun 5th July 15.00

Bradford Bulls vs Wigan Warriors

Sun 19th July 15.00

Bradford Bulls vs Harlequins

Sun 2nd Aug 15.00

Bradford Bulls vs Catalans Giants

Sun 23rd Aug 15.00

Bradford Bulls vs Salford City Reds

Sun 6th Sept 15.00
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The regeneration and neighbourhood
management organisation

Business Development
& Funding Manager
Join and grow with a young Regeneration and Neighbourhood Management
organisation that is passionate about local people
We are looking for an articulate, passionate and determined individual.
Experienced in business development and social enterprise and who has worked with community groups
and charities on projects that delivered solutions. A Positive ‘Can Do’ attitude, creative thinking and record of
delivery are non-negotiable ingredients of this job. You will have a proven track record of securing funding and a
demonstrable record of working at a neighbourhood, district and regional level.

Salary Scale £30,000 p.a.
(Negotiable dependent on experience)
Fixed term contract for 1 year. Extension dependent on securing further funding
Application Packs will be emailed 16th March 2009.
Application deadline is 3rd April 2009.
Interviews on 20th April 2009
For application pack email: info@inspiredneighbourhoods.co.uk
Please provide full contact details.
Inspired Neighbourhoods, Barkerend Road, Bradford BD3 9EP

